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Job Posting – Full-Time Associate - Belleville
LOCATION:  365 Maitland Drive, Belleville, ON

WHO WE ARE - HockeyStickMan is a family owned company who recognizes that there are two major needs with pro hockey 
equipment and has built a business around servicing these needs:

1) Pro, NCAA, and Major Junior teams need to maximize their return on equipment they can no longer use.
2) Consumers want good quality high performance products for lower prices. 

Through years of hard work and dedication to these two guiding principles we have built a highly reputable business that sells 
hockey products throughout the world.  Over the past few years, we have expanded our operation to include Blackout Pro stock 
sticks, liquidation services or bulk purchases, and anything else where we can deliver a great deal to our loyal following! 

WHO YOU ARE - You are an energetic, highly motivated individual who recognizes this as an opportunity to break into an exciting 
industry. You love the sport of hockey and are familiar with the basics of hockey equipment.  You are a friendly, outgoing person 
who likes to work with people, while also maintaining a high attention to detail and organizational skills.  You are someone with a 
good understanding of digital platforms and are highly motivated to learn and work in sports.

THE ROLE – Your responsibilities will include assisting in store customers at our Belleville Warehouse location, as well as handling 
shipping and receiving for our online orders.  You will provide the highest level of customer care to help save hockey families money 
while also getting them fitted with the best gear and products in the business and take pride in being able to do so.  You will also 
provide assistance with inventory management and various other aspects of the business.  We are a small business and rely on 
everyone stepping up in different areas when necessary and anticipate that you will grow into more responsibility as you get more 
comfortable in the role.

WHAT YOU GET 

 Full time position at 40 hours per week with the potential to earn overtime
 Comprehensive training in both online and offline sales and marketing (Direct training from Sport Management Grads, 

NCAA, and Pro Hockey players)  
 Some complimentary gear as well as discounts on products 
 Opportunity to meet and experience Pro/NCAA/Junior staff, facilities and some games
 Exciting, fast paced work environment as we constantly change and grow
 Competitive hourly wage and opportunity for advancement within company

WHAT YOU BRING 

 The ability to work a combination of weekends, days, and evenings
 Passion for the game of hockey and knowledge of hockey products and sticks 
 Past customer service experience 
 Familiarity with Shopify is a plus
 An open mind and a positive attitude
 A willingness to take on a wide variety of tasks (including hands on work)
 A valid driver’s license

HOW TO APPLY
Email Resume and covering letter (as soon as possible) to Warehouse Manager Luke Cadeau: warehouse@hockeystickman.com  


